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Abstract. Boriding of highly alloyed steels done with the aim of increasing their wear resistance 

faces several issues connected with the microstructure of the base material and restraints during the 

diffusion of boron. The aim of the performed analyses was to ascertain whether significant increase 

of boriding time can enhance the surface hardness, contribute to creation of more compact 

microstructure and even lead to beneficial state of residual stresses in the borided layer. Using 

combination of X-ray diffraction and electro-chemical polishing, residual stress depth distributions 

in few tens of micrometres thick borided layers were obtained.  

Introduction 

Boriding or boronizing belongs to thermo-chemical diffusion-based surface hardening of iron 

materials.  Even though it is comparatively rarely applied in industrial processes in comparison with 

other treatments, it can lead to substantial increase of service life, especially when extreme wear 

occurs on the surface. The main virtues of borided surface are not only the high hardness surpassing 

in some cases even 2000 HVN (Vickers hardness number), but also very low friction coefficient and 

above-average resistance to an array of acids and to high-temperature oxidation in a broad range of 

temperatures from ambient up to approximately 1000 °C. For example, the intrinsic hardness of 

Fe2B is 1700 HVN which is by order of magnitude higher than of pure iron with 130 HVN [1]. In 

general, whereas boriding leads to 1500 to 2000 HVN, the most widely applied treatments of 

nitriding and carburizing lead to 600 ÷ 1100 HVN and 700 ÷ 850 HVN, respectively [2]. At the 

same time, borided layers exhibit high thermal and electrical conductivity which can be another 

asset when compared e.g. with ceramic wear protective layers. Probably the main advantage of the 

boriding process is such that it imposes virtually no limitations of the shape of the borided object, 

since the boron sublimates at elevated temperatures from the boron source (typically powder, rarely 

gas) adjacent to the borided surface and penetrates into it via diffusion mechanism.  

Not only the boriding process itself, but also the resulting structure of the hardened surface 

consisting of borided layers, base material and the interface in between them, are interesting 

phenomena since the complete description of the boriding mechanism is still lacking. Moreover, the 

structural phenomena involved encompass not only two distinct crystalline phases of tetragonal 

Fe2B, which has three polymorphs with space groups I-4/mcm or I-42m, and orthorhombic FeB 
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(Pbnm), but also substantial residual stresses differing both in values and even character in both 

phases and with appreciable stress gradient. Texture is often present and also grain boundaries 

represent a fairly complex structural issue. From the microstructural point of view, the interface 

between the borided layers and base material is commonly described as having “tooth-shaped” or 

“saw-tooth” character as seen in Fig. 1. The spatial layout of the phases is usually such that FeB is 

on the surface and the needles in deeper layers are grains of Fe2B. Consequently Fe2B layers tend to 

exhibit higher degree of preferred orientation, most commonly fibre texture [3], and the occurrence 

texture in FeB layers is no exception as well. Since FeB is more brittle phase, the single phase 

borided layer of Fe2B with good toughness is usually preferred to the duplex phase Fe2B + FeB 

layer. Moreover, since the FeB is distinguished by almost triple value of thermal expansion 

coefficient when compared with the base material, it usually delaminates from the borided object 

during cooling after the boriding process, which is described as thermo-mechanical spalling. 

 
 

 

 

 
Fig. 1. “Tooth-shaped” microstructure of borided layers created in the surface of hard-to-work 

chromium ledeburitic steel X210Cr12 after 5 hours (left) and 12 hours (right) of boriding at 

930 °C in powder. SEM, BSE-COMPO mode. 
 

In general, there are two parameters of borided surface which are being optimized via the 

boriding process conditions. Firstly, the effort is aimed at obtaining such microstructural 

morphology that would lead to higher hardness, better toughness and ductility coupled with 

sufficient adhesion of the borided layers facilitated by the tooth-shaped interface. Secondly, the 

spatial distribution of macroscopic residual stresses in the borided layers and the adjacent area of 

substrate should be such that would favour good cohesion within the hard layers and also contribute 

to the adhesion of the hardened surface to the underlying bulk. 

Experimental 

The aim of the analyses was to ascertain whether the boriding can bring beneficial effects to 

highly alloyed hard-to-work chromium ledeburitic steel X210Cr12 suitable for cold forming tools. 

The high levels of carbon (1.9 ÷ 2.2 wt%), silicon (0.1 ÷ 0.6 wt%) and especially chromium (11 ÷ 

13 wt%) have so far rendered the boriding infeasible.  This steel is a standard material for silica and 

alumina pressing tools or moulds which also explains the practical necessity to further improve its 

surface wear resistance in order to prolong the tools’ service life.  Pursuing this aim, key 

components of pressing mould were borided for 5 and 12 hours, respectively. Phase composition 

and residual stresses were determined from X-ray diffraction (CrKα and CuKα radiation). 

Microstructures and microhardness profiles were evaluated on the cross-section of the 

metalographically polished samples by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and Vickers 

microhardness testing (HV0.1). 
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Results 

Micrographs from SEM, which can be seen in Fig. 1, revealed that the prolongation of 

processing time from 5 to 12 hours led to an increase of the borided layer thickness from 

approximately 30 to 40 µm. However, the important difference between both microstructures is the 

change from duplex to almost single phase - note the disappearance of the darker phase (FeB) at the 

original surface in Fig. 1. This was verified by X-ray diffraction when the diffraction patterns were 

obtained on the original free-surfaces and in depths of 10 and 20 µm. Phase identification revealed 

presence of both Fe2B and FeB on the surface of 5h borided sample, but only Fe2B on 12h borided 

one, as seen in Fig. 2. Both surfaces included also phases of iron borate Fe3BO5. After electro-

chemical removal of 20µm thick surface layer, only Fe2B was found in both samples; the 12h 

sample included also minor phase of CrC and Fe3B while the 5h sample contained CrC, Cr7C3 and 

Fe23(C,B)6. Quantitative Rietveld refinement of the 12h sample resulted in about 93 wt.% of Fe2B. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Comparison of diffraction patterns obtained on the surfaces of 5h and 12h sample. 

  

The depth profiles of microhardness (Fig. 3) as well as values of microhardness of the borided 

layers were comparable, i.e. 1350 ± 180 HVN and 1520 ± 220 HVN for 5h and 12h samples, 

respectively, which shows that the surface hardness significantly increased due to the boriding by 

about 60-90 % when compared to the base material.  

 

 
Fig. 3. Cross-sections and microhardness distribution in samples borided for 5 and 12 hours. 
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In the sample borided for 5 hours, correct calculation of residual stresses was possible only for 

FeB phase, where (212) planes were measured in various orientations to the surface taking 

advantage of the so-called omega geometry. The resulting dependence of inteplanar lattice spacing 

versus sin
2
ψ was linear and the calculated value of macroscopic residual stress was approximately 

-300 MPa. The (213) planes of Fe2B were strongly textured and the evaluation of stresses from their 

diffraction profiles will not be correct. Nevertheless, the same planes in sample borided for 12 hours 

were characterized by already linear dependency of their lattice spacing versus sin
2
ψ and by 

employing force-free [4] successive layer removal using electro-chemical polishing, the residual 

stress depth distribution in the borided layer was analysed with result presented in Fig. 4. 

Residual stress depth distribution 
in sample borided for 12 h 
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Fig.  4. Residual stress depth distribution in Fe2B phase of the borided layer created after 12 hour of 

boriding.  

Summary 

Borided layers formed after 5 and 12 hours of X210Cr12 steel boriding were characterized by 

their phase composition, microstructure, microhardness and residual stresses. It was found that the 

prolongation of processing time had only marginal effect on the borided layer thickness, increasing 

from approximately 30 to 40 µm. Differences between the microhardness of both hardened layers 

are within the expected experimental scatter. Whereas the sample borided for shorter time included 

also more brittle FeB phase, the other sample did not and the real structure of Fe2B phase facilitated 

residual stress determination by X-ray diffraction. Compressive residual stresses were determined 

on the surface and in two depths of the borided layer in the sample treated for 12 hours with 

compressive stresses decreasing in their value with increasing depth.   
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